
Autotech Driveline Webinar Unveils Cutting-Edge Innovations for 
Differentials, Gearboxes, and Motorsport ABS 

 

Autotech Driveline recently hosted an engaging webinar, highlighting their latest advancements and 
product offerings in the motorsport industry. The session provided deep insights into the company's 
innovative solutions, featuring a detailed discussion on their premium gearboxes, differentials, and 
the new ABS systems tailored for both amateur and professional racers. 

 

High-Quality Gearboxes: A Long-Term Investment 

The webinar emphasized the superior quality of Holinger gearboxes, a staple in Autotech Driveline's 
product lineup. Dana Clark, Technical Director of Autotech Driveline, discussed the significant 
upfront cost of these gearboxes compared to competitors. However, the longevity and durability of 
Holinger products translate into lower overall ownership costs. This is particularly beneficial for 
racers who invest heavily in their cars and want reliable, high-performance components that 
minimize maintenance and maximize time on the track. 

 

Diverse Customer Base: From Hobbyists to Professional Racers 

Chris Shimonkevitz, Brand Manager of Autotech Driveline, elaborated on the company's diverse 
customer base. The clientele ranges from weekend track day enthusiasts to top-tier professional 
racers like Ryan Tuerck and Chris Forsberg. Autotech's offerings are customizable to meet various 
needs, whether it’s a GTI for a casual racer or a specialized setup for a high-performance Mustang. 

 

Innovative ABS Systems: Enhancing Safety and Performance 

A portion of the webinar was dedicated to the new ABS systems developed in collaboration with 
Continental Engineering in Germany. These systems, designed for both individual enthusiasts and 
professional teams, offer advanced functionality and ease of integration into existing vehicles. This 
motorsport ABS, in particular, has shown remarkable performance improvements in high-level race 
cars like the KTM X-Bow GT2, enhancing braking efficiency and safety. 

 

Comprehensive Solutions for Driveline Needs 

Autotech Driveline's product range is not limited to gearboxes and ABS systems. The company also 
offers the highly regarded WaveTrac differentials, which are praised for their no-tuning-required 
installation and lifetime warranty. These differentials provide significant performance gains, 
especially in terms of traction and reliability, making them a popular choice among both street and 
race car builders. 



 

Customer Support and Customization 

The webinar concluded with an emphasis on Autotech Driveline's commitment to customer 
support and bespoke solutions. Whether it's determining the optimal gearbox ratio or integrating a 
complete driveline package, the Autotech Driveline team is dedicated to providing tailored advice 
and products that meet specific needs and budgets. 


